**Plan A:** Will you volunteer, go to graduate school, get a job, or…? *(Use this space to describe a title, employer/graduate school, and/or skills you’ll be using after you graduate. Be specific!)*

- What skills or experience have you gained during your time on-campus? How do these skills and experiences support your Plan A for life after graduation?

- What evidence (resume, cover letter, LinkedIn profile) do I have to convince someone choosing me that I should be selected for Plan A?

**Plan B:** Will you volunteer, go to graduate school, get a job, or…? *(Use this space to describe a title, employer/graduate school, and/or skills you’ll be using after you graduate. Be specific!)*

- What skills or experience have you gained during your time on-campus? How do these skills and experiences support your Plan B for life after graduation?

- What evidence (resume, cover letter, LinkedIn profile) do I have to convince someone choosing me that I should be selected for Plan A?
XPD Resources to Support Your Plans: Canvas and Handshake

Handshake

Handshake is the #1 way college students find jobs—no experience required.

Join today and get recruited by employers hiring students at your school.

JOINHANDSHAKE.COM / @JOINHANDSHAKE